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Welcome to  
Center Theatre Group 
and our presentation of 
the Donmar Warehouse 
production of Parade.

Parade is based on the true story 

of Leo Frank, a Jewish man from 

Brooklyn, New York, who is convicted 

of the murder of 13-year-old Mary 

Phagan in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1913.  

This musical recounts the press 

frenzy and public outrage about 

Leo’s trial and his wife’s crusade for 

justice.  Amid religious intolerance, 

political injustice and racial tension, 

Parade explores the endurance 

of love and the power of having 

someone believe in you against all 

the odds.    

Before we tell you more, what images, 
words or feelings come to mind when you 
think about the American South? Imagine 
life soon after the Civil War and put yourself 
in the shoes of someone whose way of life 
has changed dramatically. Do you think you 
would embrace that change or fear it? How 
would you feel about new people moving 
into your town? Have you ever been the new 
person moving to a city or country? Did it 
easily feel like home or did you feel like an 
outsider; not understanding the language  
or traditions?
 
Turn the page to explore Parade - the 
setting, the subject matter and the artists 
involved. Learn more about life in the 
Southern United States in 1913. Consider 
why the artists chose to tell this true story 
and why they decided to tell it as a musical. 
Read the interview with set and costume 
designer Christopher Oram, look at the 
costume sketches and set model, and then 
compare with the finished versions you  
will see at the Mark Taper Forum. Reflect 
upon the subject matter of the play –  
anti-Semitism, racism, fear of change  
and of people who are different – and how 
this is still happening in our world today. 
Ask yourself, can learning someone’s story 
change how you feel about a person or a 
group of people? Can theatre help us to 
know one another? 

Theatre raises questions and challenges 
audience members to discover their 
own answers. See what questions these 
materials raise for you and what answers 
the performance may provide. Thank you 
so much for joining us for Parade. We look 
forward to seeing you at the theatre!

Discovery Guide

Book by Alfred Uhry      Music and Lyrics by Jason Robert Brown

Co-conceived by Harold Prince

Directed and Choreographed by Rob Ashford

September 24-November 15, 2009
Mark Taper Forum

USAUSA USA
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Stories that need to be told  
Writers often write what they know. They tell stories that they feel emotionally 
connected to, stories that hold a message that can educate and touch 
audiences. Writers mine their own lives for inspiration, ideas, and material. 
They write about their jobs, their friends and families, their homes.

Creating Parade
 
Alfred Uhry, the author of the book of Parade is also from Atlanta and  
of Jewish heritage. Parade completes his Atlanta trilogy about Jewish  
life in the South (the first two plays being Driving Miss Daisy and  
The Last Night of Ballyhoo). Leo Frank was not just someone he heard  
of or read about; Leo was directly connected to Uhry’s family.  
Uhry’s great uncle Sig was Leo’s employer at the pencil factory and  
Uhry’s grandmother was a close friend of Lucille. Uhry said: “Southern  
extended families are prone to telling stories and so are Jewish ones.  
I grew up hearing about the quirks of distant relatives. But nobody  
mentioned Leo Frank. Some of the family even walked out of the  
room if his name came up.”1 Uhry wanted to know more about the  
man that no one wanted to talk about. He wanted to tell his story.

Uhry collaborated with the renowned director Harold Prince,  
whose inspiration it was to tell Leo’s story as a musical. Prince had  
heard about a talented new composer from Brooklyn, named 
Jason Robert Brown. Uhry met the young Jewish composer and  
they began their collaboration on Leo’s story – a story important  
to American history and specifically to Jewish-American history.  
Parade premiered on Broadway in 1999.

About this Production

TThe musical Parade begins at the start  
of the Civil War with a young confederate  
soldier going off to fight for his home.  
The next scene jumps forward in time to  
Atlanta, Georgia, in 1913 on Confederate  
Memorial Day – a celebration that honors  
the fallen Confederate soldiers of the  
Civil War. We meet Leo Frank, a Northern  
college-educated Jewish man who has  
moved to the South where he works  
as the superintendent of the National  
Pencil Factory. Not feeling at home  
with the Southern culture, Leo would  
rather work than celebrate Confederate  
Memorial Day. 

The next day, a young girl named Mary Phagan  
is found brutally murdered in the pencil factory.  
Although a suspect is named (Newt Lee, the factory’s  
African-American night watchman), the police and the  
prosecutor indict Leo for Mary’s murder. Leo is tried in  
the courtroom, the community and in the media. He is  
found guilty and sentenced to death by hanging. Trapped in  
prison during this year-long trial, Leo must depend on his wife,  
Lucille, for support. As she works tirelessly to have his case re-opened,  
they find a new, deeper love for one another. l TR KNIGHT 

Broadway: Noises Off,  
Tartuffe. Off-Broadway:  
Boy, Scattergood (Drama  
Desk nomination), The 
Hologram Theory, This Lime 
Tree Bower, Macbeth. Regional: 
Amadeus; Ah, Wilderness!; 
Racing Demon; A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream; Philadelphia, 
Here I Come! (all at the 
Guthrie Theater). Television: 
Charlie Lawrence, Grey’s 
Anatomy (Emmy nomination). 

LEO FRANK 
Leo Frank was born in Texas 

in 1884. Shortly after his 
birth, his family moved to 

Brooklyn, New York, where 
Leo grew up. He studied 

mechanical engineering at 
Cornell University where 
he earned his degree in 

1906. In 1908, Leo moved 
to Atlanta, Georgia, 

where he was offered a 
superintendent position 

at the National Pencil 
Factory. He also served 
as the president of the 

Atlanta chapter of the Jewish 
fraternity, B’nai B’rith. Frank 
married Lucille Selig in 1910. 

What do you think it is like for  
an actor to play a character  
based on a real person?  
How is it different than  
creating a totally fictional 
character?

Who’s  
Who?

LARA PULVER  
Film: The Special Relationship 
(written by Peter Morgan), Legacy 
(Black Camel Productions). TV: 
Robin Hood (BBC). For the Donmar 
Warehouse: Parade (Olivier-
nominated). London: Everything 
Must Go! (Soho Theatre), Beau 
Jest (UK premiere), Into The Woods 
(The Royal Opera House), The Last 
Five Years (UK premiere), Honk! 
(Royal National Theatre UK Tour), 
Grease  (Victoria Palace Theatre), 
Miss Saigon (national tour), High 
Society (national tour), A Chorus Line 
(Sheffield Crucible Theatre), The 
Boy Friend (national tour), Chicago 
(national tour), 42nd Street (national 
tour), The Wizard of OZ (Oldham 
Coliseum Theatre).

LUCILLE FRANK
Lucille Selig was born 
and raised in Atlanta, 

Georgia. She came 
from a family of wealthy 
industrialists. Raised in 
the Jewish tradition and 

religion, her ancestors 
founded Georgia’s first 

synagogue. During Leo’s 
trial, Lucille worked 

tirelessly to exonerate 
him. Despite the tragedy 
she suffered, Lucille did 

not join the thousands of 
Jewish Americans that fled 

Atlanta. Until her death, 
she referred to herself as 

Mrs. Leo Frank.

Writer 
Boni B. Alvarez 

Associate Director 
of Education 
Debra Piver

Teaching Artists in 
Residence
Lynn Clark
Leslie Ishii
Marcos Najera
Omar Ricks

Proofreader 
Sandra Ebejer

Graphic Designer 
Charity Capili

601 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Discovery Guide

Synopsis

A costume sketch of Leo Frank in  
Parade by Christopher Oram.

What is a story that you feel needs to be told?

Does it come from your own life, from observing the world 
around you or from your imagination?

Why does it need to be told? Who needs to hear this story?

A costume sketch of Frankie Epps 
in Parade by Christopher Oram.

A costume sketch of Lucille Frank  
in Parade by Christopher Oram.

Downtown Atlanta, looking North on 
Peachtree Street, 1914 (Atlanta History 
Center) From And the Dead Shall Rise: 
The Murder of Mary Phagan and the 
Lynching of Leo Frank.

A title can encapsulate the meaning or theme of  

a story. It can capture a feeling or the essence of  

the world of the play. The word parade seems 

simple – just one word. 

Why do you think the artists titled  

the musical Parade?

What feelings or images come to  

mind when you hear that word?

The Title

1 http://oldredhills.tripod.com/paradehistory.html

— Leo Frank, Parade

A celebration of Leo Frank’s lynching in Marietta’s town square. (Corbis)  
From And the Dead Shall Rise: The Murder of Mary Phagan and the Lynching of Leo Frank.



April 26, 1913 Confederate Memorial Day –  
Mary Phagan is murdered at the National Pencil Factory.

April 27, 1913 Newt Lee, the African-American night 
watchman, is arrested as a suspect of Mary’s murder.

April 29, 1913 Mary Phagan is buried.

May 1, 1913 Suspicion falls on Leo Frank. He is held in 
prison. Jim Conley, an African-American sweeper at the factory, 
becomes a suspect.

May 21, 1913 Solicitor Hugh Dorsey  
announces that he will go before the  
grand jury and ask for indictments against  
Newt Lee and Leo Frank, but that the  
evidence presented would concentrate  
on Leo.

May 23, 1913 A grand jury takes  
10 minutes to hand down a murder  
indictment against Leo; no action  
is taken against Newt Lee.

May 26, 1913 Jim Conley insists that he did not murder  
Mary Phagan but that he helped Leo move the body.

June 3, 1913 Minnie McKnight, the Franks’ maid,  
signs a statement saying that Leo was cruel,  
making his wife sleep on the floor.

July 24, 1913 A jury is assembled  
out of 144 potential jurists.

July 28, 1913 The trial of Leo Frank begins.

August 25, 1913 Final day of the trial.

August 26, 1913 Judge L.S. Roan  
sentences Leo Frank to hang for the  
murder of Mary Phagan.

February 24, 1914 Jim Conley  
is charged as an accomplice in Mary’s  
murder and is sentenced to a year on  
a chain gang.

June 20, 1915 On his last day in office,  
Georgia Governor John Slaton commutes  
Leo’s sentence, from death to life in prison.

June 21, 1915 Leo is transferred from  
the Fulton County Prison to the Georgia  
State Penitentiary in Milledgeville.

August 16, 1915 A group of men kidnap  
Leo from the Georgia State Penitentiary.  
He is driven to Mary’s hometown of  
Marietta, Georgia.

August 17, 1915 Leo Frank is lynched.

August 20, 1915 Leo is buried in  
Brooklyn, New York.

March 11, 1986 Georgia Board of  
Pardons issues a posthumous pardon  
to Leo Frank for not protecting him while  
he was in custody. The pardon does  
not officially clear Leo of the murder.

Mary Phagan, circa 1913.  (Joe McTyre Collection, Alpharetta, Georgia)

An editorial cartoon in the Atlanta Constitution 
that attacks the Atlanta police, May 11, 1913.

National Pencil Company, circa 1913.

Leo and Lucille Frank at the trial.  

(Joe McTyre Collection, Alpharetta, Georgia)

Jim Conley, 1913 (Watson’s Magazine)

Purposely unidentified man holding a  photograph of the lynching and an oak branch  
at Mary Phagan’s grave, summer 1915.  (Marietta Museum of History)

Anti-lynching editorial cartoon, New York World, August 18, 1915

The idea of the “other” is central to Parade. Director Rob Ashford says 
“It’s a story that’s based in prejudice. In my mind it’s blind prejudice, 
which means hating anything that’s not you and not understanding or 
making any effort to understand. ” 2   

Anti-Semitism and racism occur throughout Parade  
and persist in our world today. Why do you think 
prejudice exists and why does it continue? 

How can knowing someone’s story change the  
way you respond to that individual or group?

Are we less prejudiced today than during  
Leo Frank’s time?  

What will it take to change or eliminate prejudice?  
How will you be part of that change?

Prejudice

2 Donmar Warehouse, Parade Study Guide. Written by Dominic
Francis. Additional material by Sophie Watkiss. Edited by Aimee Barnett.

Images from And the Dead Shall Rise: The Murder of Mary Phagan 
and the Lynching of Leo Frank by Steve Oney. Pantheon, 2003.
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Mary Phagan

Change isn’t bad, but change  

should go slow. One change  

above can shift ten things below.  

Know when to stop.  
 
— Judge Roan, Parade

Parade Costume Sketches 
by Christopher Oram Interview with Designer Christopher Oram

An iChat between Christopher Oram  
at his London design studio and  
Center Theatre Group Teaching Artist 
Marcos Najera in Los Angeles

 
Marcos Najera: Thank you for joining us, 
Christopher. I’d like to start off by asking you  
how you describe yourself as an artist.

Christopher Oram: I’m a set and costume 
designer. That’d be about right. If people  
ask me what I do, I guess I say I design  
stage sets. 

Q: And in this case for Parade you are doing 
both, correct?

A: Yah, yah, it’s the British way. We tend to  
do both over here. It’s a different model than  
the Americans. They sort of separate it all out. 
We just do both. They’re two sides of the same 
coin really. 

Q: From your own perspective, how would  
you describe what a designer actually does? 

A: A designer creates the physical environment 
for a production, so the space. And not 
necessarily just in a theatre because lot of 
theatre happens outside. Or the theatre 
happens in found spaces. It’s not necessarily 
about a building called a “theatre.” It’s about 
interpolating, interpreting that space and  
creating an environment and a world in which  
the play or the musical or the opera takes place.  
So you do the physical production in 
collaboration with other design departments.  
So there’s lighting design, sound design – they’re 
all kind of intrinsic to how you create a world. 

Q: For audiences, your work is going to be the 
first imagery they see on the stage and the first 
connection to the show. Does that place a certain 
amount of pressure on you?

A: Nah, it’s fine. It’s what I do. I believe in the 
writer. My job is to interpret a writer’s wishes. 
Whether the writer is the writer of a musical, like 
Jason [Robert Brown], in this case. Or dead like 
Shakespeare, or whatever. It’s my job to interpret 
physically that world for an audience. So that an 
audience understands what the playwright was 
intending. Sometimes that’s very literal.

In the case of the Leo Frank trial, which Parade 
is about, it’s obviously a very specific time and 
place in history. The characters were real people 
so we want to create an environment that  
reflects that literal time: 1913 Atlanta.

It’s a standing set. A big environment which 
is sort of industrial – an early industrial sort of 
space that’s representative of the pencil factory 
where the girls all worked. It’s a slightly dirty, 
slightly messy, slightly industrial urban space. 
Which is counterpoint by the fact that it’s about 
a loss of the old past, the Antebellum past. 
And we have a figure of Lila, who is the teenage 
sweetheart of the Young Soldier who starts 
the piece. She weaves herself in and out of the 
narrative in the course of the evening as a kind 
of ghostly echo of the past, the past being lost in 
this mechanized new South that’s springing up 
around them at the turn of the century. But that’s 
for an audience to discover what I did with the 
physical environment.

Neil Austen, who lit the piece and lit it originally 
as well (at the Donmar Warehouse in London), 
and I have worked together on a lot of projects. 
So we absolutely have a kind of shared 
vocabulary about how one tells a story, about 
how you move from a large baronial space,  
to a small, intimate space using light as much  
as anything physical. That’s sort of how I’m 
thinking about it.

Q: It makes me wonder if you have historical 
accounts of what these places looked like and 
what the people dressed like, why not do a literal 
duplication of that?

A: It’s a bit boring. It’s already happened. We 
have to reinterpret. Also, the challenge of any 
design process is solving problems. It’s all about 
solving problems.

Here’s a fascinating thing. When they did the 
show originally in New York (in 1998), it’s set 
on Confederate Memorial Day and the murder 
happens during the big parade. And in the 
Broadway production, back in the day when  
they had a bit more money to spend, they did  
a parade on stage! All the members of the cast, 
all dressed up, they had floats, they all kind 
of crossed the stage, they quick changed, ran 
around and came back again. 

So we had this conversation early on at the 
Donmar in London when we were talking about 
doing it. And he [Rob Ashford, the director] 
said, “So where are we going to put the parade? 
” And I said, “There’s only one place you can 
put the parade at the Donmar. And that’s in the 
audience’s head. There’s no way we have the 
resources or the money or the finances or the 
space, because the theatre [has a] very, very small 
backstage to do anything with floats or huge 
costumes or whatever.” So it became absolutely 
a fourth wall event. And our company “watching” 
the parade as it goes by within the audience. 
So, you see, you’ve solved the biggest problem in 
the piece just by switching your perspective on it. 

Q: Right on. Well then my last question is, what 
do you hope audiences take away from the story 
of Parade and indeed your work? And it doesn’t 
have to be pithy but is there something that you 
are incredibly proud of that you hope audiences 
definitely notice or pay attention to?

A: I would like an audience to leave the theatre 
thinking. And do you know what? In all honesty, 
that’s not that common. I hear a lot of people, 
you know, the first thing people say when they 
come out of the theatre is “Oh gosh, it was really 
hot in there, wasn’t it?” So the big challenge 
is to make sure that whatever you are doing is 
engaging. You don’t let “air” in so they can then 
go to sleep or check out or start letting their 
minds and eyes wander. 
 

 
Q: ZZZzzzzzzzz…..  
ZzzzZZzzzz….. ZzzzZZZZ……..

A: Exactly! I rest my case.  
So yeah, it’s about keeping an audiences’ 
attention on the journey all evening, and  
then afterwards.

Q: Fantastic. Christopher, thank  
you so much for your time. We really look 
forward to you joining us in Los Angeles.

A: My pleasure.

Judge Roan

Angela and Riley

Klan Members

Iola, Essie, Monteen

Jim Conley/Chain Gang

Female Citizens

Old Soldier, Young Solider and Lila

A set design of Parade by Christopher Oram.

Designer Christopher Oram describes the set as “an early 
industrial sort of space that’s representative of the pencil 
factory ...... counterpoint by the fact that it’s about a loss  
of the old past, the antebellum past.”   
 
The changing way of Southern life and the loss of traditions 
is a catalyst for much of the emotion and action that  
occurs in Parade. The largely agricultural South was giving 
way to industry. In the early 20th century (1900-1930’s), 
Southerners were moving away from rural areas and 
following opportunities in the cities. Cities were  
becoming more populated as industrialization grew. 
 
Though Southerners adjusted to the growth and expansion 
of cities and industry, there was lingering resentment 
regarding the outcome of the Civil War. It was difficult  
for many Southerners to relinquish the plantation 
mentality—a mentality that was deeply ingrained in family 
heritage, tradition and Confederate pride. Once prosperous, 
many families found themselves destitute, losing farms,  
land and free labor (slaves). Many men were unemployed  
and could not compete in more rigorous urban job and 
housing markets. 
 
Developing businesses such as the National Pencil Factory 
staffed women, children and blacks. They maintained large 
work forces in sweat shop conditions in exchange for meager 
wages. For one week of work, Mary Phagan’s earnings were  
a dollar and twenty cents. 

Do you look forward to change or do you  
like things the way they are? 

Is there a tradition that you have with your 
family and/or friends? 

How would you feel if that tradition suddenly 
changed or ended? 

Would you fight – metaphorically or literally – 
to preserve your traditions?

Why does the prospect of change  
produce great emotion?

Change

FOUND sPACE: The use of a non-traditional 
setting to create and perform theatre. Also 
called alternative, site-specific or environmental 
performance space.

FOURTH WALL: The space separating the 
audience from the action of a theatrical 
performance, traditionally conceived of as an 
imaginary wall completing the enclosure of  
the stage.

How do the design elements 
– set, costume, light, sound – 
contribute to telling the story  
of Parade?  
 
What visual elements would 
you use to design a play about 
your home or neighborhood? 
If you were to use a “found” 
space to tell this story, what is 
a location that would make an 
exciting performance venue? 

Christopher Oram describes 
the design process as “solving 
problems” and goes on to say 
that sometimes you can solve 
a problem “just by switching 
your perspective on it.”

When have you used creativity 
to problem-solve? 

Have you experienced a time 
when you switched your 
perspective on a situation? 
What happened?

Design Elements
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There’s only one place 

you can put the parade.  

And that’s in the 

audience’s head.  

—Christopher Oram

Home 
The word “home” seems simple enough but what does it truly mean? Both the Young Soldier and  
Leo live in Georgia, yet they have opposing feelings about the same place. The Young Soldier describes 
his home proudly; he loves both the physical and emotional aspects. Leo describes home as a place 
where his friends are – a place he moved away from and yearns to return to.

How do you define home? 
Is it a building, your neighborhood or country?  

Is it where your friends or family are?  

Does it have more to do with a feeling or a physical place?

In the beginning of the play, we see a young soldier going  
off to fight in the Civil War.  Would you fight to protect your home?

And we’re safe again in Georgia in the land where 
honor lives and breathes – the old red hills of home! 
 – Young Soldier, Parade

And I’ll be home again, 
back again in Brooklyn.  
Back with people who  

look like I do, and talk like 
I do and think like I do.   

— Leo Frank, Parade

center theatre group’s mission is to serve the diverse audiences of Los Angeles by producing and presenting theatre of the highest caliber, 
by nurturing new artists, by attracting new audiences, and by developing youth outreach and education programs. 

This mission is based on the belief that the art of theatre is a cultural force with the capacity to transform the lives of individuals and society at large.

Education and Engagement
theatre is an enduring and powerful tool for communicating ideas, stories, emotions and beliefs that fuel the intellect, imagination and creative spirit. 

Center Theatre Group believes that stimulating awareness, creativity, dialogue and an inquisitive mind is integral to the growth and well-being 
of the individual and the community and that nurturing a life-long appreciation of the arts leads inextricably to an engaged and enlightened society. 

Center Theatre Group’s education and engagement programs advance the organization’s mission in three key ways: 
Audiences: Inspiring current and future audiences to discover theatre and its connection to their lives

Artists: Investing in the training, support and development of emerging young artists and young arts professionals who are the future of our field; and
Leadership: Contributing to the community-wide efforts to improve the quality and scope of arts education in Los Angeles.

Performing for Los Angeles Youth (P.L.A.Y.)
Leslie K. Johnson, Director of Education and Outreach

Debra Piver, Associate Director of Education
Traci Cho, Interim Director of School Partnerships

Patricia Garza, Department Manager
Dan Harper, Educational Programs Associate

Shaunté Caraballo, Educational Services Coordinator
Janine Salinas, Assistant to the Director of Education and Outreach
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This production of Parade was made possible by Target and American Express.

This production was also generously supported in part by Artistic Director’s Circle members Judie Stein & Ira Friedman and Stein Family Foundation.

Performing for Los Angeles Youth receives generous support from the Center Theatre Group Affiliates, a volunteer organization  
dedicated to bringing innovative theatre and creative education to the young people of Los Angeles.

Major support is also provided by the Annenberg Foundation and The William Randolph Hearst Foundation.

Additional support for P.L.A.Y. is provided by The Sheri and Les Biller Family Foundation, the Employees Community Fund of Boeing California, The Sascha Brastoff Foundation, the Brotman  
Foundation of California, the Darden Restaurants Foundation, the James A. Doolittle Foundation, the Ella Fitzgerald Charitable Foundation, the Lawrence P. Frank Foundation, The Rosalinde and  

Arthur Gilbert Foundation, the William Randolph Hearst Education Endowment, the Walter Lantz Foundation, the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs, the MetLife Foundation,  
the Music Center Fund for the Performing Arts, the Kenneth T. & Eileen L. Norris Foundation, Laura & James Rosenwald & Orinocco Trust, The Simon Strauss Foundation, the Dwight Stuart  

Youth Foundation, the Weingart Foundation, and the Tiger Woods Foundation.

About Us

Leo Frank in his Cornell dorm room, circa 1905. (wbjhma) From And the Dead 
Shall Rise: The Murder of Mary Phagan and the Lynching of Leo Frank.




